The eye-mind of processing written feedback: Unraveling how students read and use feedback for revision
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ABSTRACT

This research aims to promote our understanding of feedback engagement processes in writing tasks using a combination of online and offline measures, including eye-tracking, thinking-aloud, and text-analyses. Study 1 explored how sixteen students read, evaluate, and use feedback for revision. Results revealed three feedback processing strategies: (1) superficial processing (n = 6), which is characterized by reading feedback in a linear way, without critically rereading or revising the text, (2) local processing (n = 6) in which students switched between reading the comments and the commented text, and (3) deep processing (n = 4) in which students integrated the feedback with both commented and uncommented parts of the text and made more substantial revisions. In Study 2, we investigated the local and deep feedback reading strategy in more detail with 41 students using a within-subject design with different types of feedback. Results demonstrated the same strategies among students, but also that the focus of feedback affected students’ revision behavior, above and beyond an individual feedback processing strategy. This finding is in line with previous research that emphasized the effects of feedback characteristics on students’ use of feedback. By triangulating various process measures, this research is one of the first that provides empirical evidence for different feedback processing strategies among students. These novel insights in individual feedback engagement processing can be used to extend and refine current theories on how, when, and why feedback works and for whom.

1. Introduction

Feedback is one of the most powerful instructional tools for writing (Graham, 2018). Although feedback can be provided in many different modes (e.g., audio or video feedback), in educational practice, most feedback that is provided by teachers on writing products of students is yet predominantly handwritten or electronically written feedback. The importance of these kinds of feedback is evident as it can support students to critically evaluate their text and revise it more effectively (Graham, 2018). Without any feedback, students revise only little, and their revisions are primarily focused on surface-level aspects such as spelling, grammar, and genre conventions, instead of making substantial changes in the content and structure of the text (Faigley & Witte, 1981; Sommers, 1980). Feedback from teachers can direct students’ attention from surface-level aspects to the meaning of the text, and hence improve the overall quality of their writing (Paulus, 1999). Moreover, they learn that a text is often not finished at once, but that good writing also involves subprocesses of rereading and rewriting (Hayes et al., 1987). By doing so, feedback can close the gap between current and desired levels of writing performance (Hattie & Timperley, 2007).

Although feedback is seen as an invaluable part of the writing process, it does not necessarily always lead to improved writing performance (Graham, 2018; Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Winstone et al., 2020). A critical determinant of feedback effectiveness is the way students actively process the feedback they receive and use it to improve their performance (Boud & Molloy, 2013; Winstone, Nash, Parker, & Sommers, 1980). Feedback from teachers can direct students’ attention from surface-level aspects to the meaning of the text, and hence improve the overall quality of their writing (Paulus, 1999). Moreover, they learn that a text is often not finished at once, but that good writing also involves subprocesses of rereading and rewriting (Hayes et al., 1987). By doing so, feedback can close the gap between current and desired levels of writing performance (Hattie & Timperley, 2007).
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involved in the underlying and internal processes of reading, evaluating, or increased feedback recall, without this being directly visible by providing important insights into the extent to which students are provided with feedback. Based on retrospective focus group interviews, Winstone, Nash, Rowntree, and Parker (2017) revealed four of those barriers, which are related to students’ lack of awareness, cognition, agency, and volition in using (effective) strategies to take action in response to feedback. These barriers suggest that students may engage with feedback quite differently. This can be confirmed by the work of Burke (2009), in which students indicated that they received inadequate guidance on what to do with the feedback. Additionally, Sutton (2012) argued that teachers use complex academic language in their feedback which makes it hard for students to adequately understand and use the feedback. To design more effective feedback interventions, it is needed to further unravel the strategies of how students process and use teacher feedback to improve their writing.

In this research, we present the results of two studies that aim to reveal the underlying processes of feedback engagement in writing. To analyze how students process feedback in fine-grained detail, we combined several online and offline process measures, such as eye tracking, thinking aloud, keystroke logging, and text analyses. Together, this research will extend current theories on how students actively engage with teacher feedback in the context of writing. It also provides a new methodological perspective to study the underlying processes of feedback engagement.

1.1. Underlying processes of feedback engagement

An important determinant in how actively and critically students engage with feedback is mindful cognitive processing, which refers – according to Bolzer et al. (2015) – to “how deeply the (peer) feedback has been cognitively processed and understood” (p. 425). This involves three different (meta)cognitive strategies. First, students need to read the feedback and relate it to their work (Berndt et al., 2018; Bolzer et al., 2015). Second, they need to evaluate the quality and usefulness of the feedback by comparing it to what their current understanding and performance, and deciding if and how they want to use it to improve their work (i.e., making evaluative judgments about the feedback; Boud et al., 2018; Carless & Boud, 2018; Nicol, 2020). Finally, they need to use the feedback to revise their work (i.e., taking action; Carless & Boud, 2018; Winstone, Nash, Parker, & Rowntree, 2017). The first two strategies in which students make sense of feedback information are considered to be internal processes (De Kleijn, 2021). The third strategy, in which students act upon the feedback, may involve both internal and external processes (De Kleijn, 2021; Molloy et al., 2020). That is, feedback can be used by students to improve their text, but also their learning and understanding, for instance by changing mental concepts or increased feedback recall, without this being directly visible by external revisions in the text (Bolzer et al., 2015). Online measures can provide important insights into the extent to which students are involved in the underlying and internal processes of reading, evaluating, and using feedback. Below, we will describe the different feedback processes in more detail and propose ways to measure them in real-time.

Reading the feedback. A crucial prerequisite of effective feedback is that students “at least read [and take seriously] those comments” (Ferris, 1995, p. 48). However, there is rather little research which investigates to which extent students read the feedback they receive and the research that has been done has led to different results. Research of Cohen (1987), for example, has shown that students do not always read the feedback they receive, especially when the assignment is already graded. Cohen and Cavalcanti (1990) on the other hand showed that students carefully read all the feedback they received. However, a major problem with previous studies is that they are mainly based on self-reported data which requires students to report retrospectively how they have read the feedback. A drawback of self-report methods is that they ask students to report how they evaluate the feedback after some time has passed. Thus, they tap into long-term memory information which can give a distorted picture of reality.

A more realistic tool for measuring reading behavior is eye-tracking. Eye-tracking provides insight into where a person is looking, for how long, and in what order (Holmqvist et al., 2011). Since eye movements are closely linked to the focus of attention when students process information (Just & Carpenter, 1980), one gets insight into the “online” cognitive processing of - for example - reading a text (Hynnä et al., 2003; Just & Carpenter, 1980). Although eye tracking is a widely and long-used method in reading research (see Rayner, 1998 for an overview), and recently also in writing research (Wengelin et al., 2019), there is only a small number of studies that have used it to analyze feedback engagement processes (Alqassab et al., 2018; Berndt et al., 2018; Bolzer et al., 2015; Paulson et al., 2007). For example, Bolzer et al. (2015) used eye tracking to investigate the cognitive processing of peer feedback. In this study, eye fixation duration and number of transitions between feedback and text were used to infer how deeply and mindfully students processed the peer feedback. The results showed that when no justifications for the feedback were provided, students invested more time and effort in reading the feedback and integrating the feedback more deeply with the text. Longer reading times and increased integrative effort were positively correlated and they were both associated with improved feedback recall. Research of Berndt et al. (2018) showed that glance durations (i.e., the sum of all fixations and saccades between and within the area of interest (AOI), including the duration of the initial saccade entering the AOI) were negatively correlated to revision behavior, which was mediated by the amount of information presented in the feedback. This suggests that students should not be “overloaded” with feedback, as the number of feedback comments increases processing time but at the same time also decreases the probability of revision. Together, these findings show that eye tracking data based on fixation durations and gaze transitions can provide in-depth information on how students read teacher feedback comments and link it to their own text.

Evaluating the feedback. Next to reading and understanding the feedback by linking it to the text, students need to evaluate its quality and usefulness. Depending on these evaluative judgments, students decide what actions they will take (De Kleijn, 2021). Therefore, revealing the underlying process of how students evaluate the feedback can reveal interesting information on why they are willing to use the feedback or not. Yet, most of the research that has been conducted on students’ judgments of feedback used self-report surveys or retrospective interviews (Winstone, Nash, Parker, & Rowntree, 2017). A second limitation is that in most research students’ feedback judgments have not been related to students’ reading behavior and/or subsequent actions. Capturing “mental notes” might be a more valid way of measuring students’ judgments as they more directly elicit students’ feedback evaluations, that is, immediately when these evaluations are taking place. As such, mental notes represent the information processed in working memory (Van Gog et al., 2009). This can provide information on students’ instant evaluative comments on the feedback (Berndt et al., 2018). A methodology that is appropriate to measure mental notes is
thinking-aloud (Ericsson & Simon, 1993), in which students verbalize what they think when performing a task. Thinking-aloud data can also help to interpret data that is collected via eye-tracking (Van Gog et al., 2005), by revealing why a student is looking at certain information and neglecting other sources of information. Thus, triangulated with eye-tracking, think-aloud data can help to further unravel the way in which students process feedback.

**Acting upon the feedback.** After evaluating the feedback, students need to use the feedback for revising their text. Revision can be defined as any change at any moment during writing (Fitzgerald, 1987). It involves identifying differences between the intended and the written text, deciding what could or should be changed, and how the desired changes should be made, and then ultimately also make those changes in the text (Fitzgerald, 1987; Hayes et al., 1987). Thus, revision processes are partly internal, in which changes are made in the writer’s mind, and external, in which changes are visible in the written product.

Revisions in the text can be quite objectively analyzed by text-analysis. In this analyzing technique, the old and new text are compared by researchers, either by hand or automatically by software programs such as Inptolog (Leijten & Van Waes, 2015), in which all keystrokes and deletions are automatically registered. Text-revisions can be categorized as additions, deletions, or changes in the existing text, and they may affect the meaning of the text or not (Faigley & Witte, 1981). Previous studies using text-analysis show that students use between 49% and 90% of the feedback for revisions (Reason, 1993; Ferris, 1995; Paulus, 1999; Treglia, 2009).

However, text-analyses do not reveal the changes that are made in the writer’s mind. These mental revisions provide, however, very valuable information about the way students respond to feedback. Albeit most students seem quite happy to get feedback, not all students seem to possess fruitful strategies for dealing constructively with it. For instance, previous research showed that many students use the feedback they receive rather passively (e.g., making mental notes; Pokorny & Pickford, 2010; Williams & Kane, 2009), or not at all (e.g., by erasing the problematic issues raised by the teacher; Hyland, 1998). Furthermore, McCurdy (1992) and Ferris (1995) showed that students may also turn their attention to the teacher, peers or their textbooks for further guidance or instructions. Triangulating text-analyses with think-aloud data, can help to also capture these mental revisions and hence to unravel different strategies in feedback use.

**1.2. Research aims**

In this research we aim to extend current theories of feedback engagement by unraveling the underlying processes of feedback engagement. In two studies we triangulate online process measures of eye tracking, thinking aloud, and keystroke logging to capture the internal feedback processes, and combine them with text analyses to also measure external feedback processes. In addition, by combining thinking-aloud protocols with more unobtrusive and automatic process measures such as eye-tracking, we diminish the risk of biased results due to socially desirable verbalizations. The first study is an exploratory case-study in which we explore in an authentic setting how premaster students read, evaluate, and use teacher feedback for revision. The aim of the second study is to replicate these findings in a different context, as well as to further examine the effects of different modes of teacher feedback on how students process and use feedback for revision. Together, these studies empirically investigate in fine-grained detail how students engage with teacher feedback and revise accordingly.

**2. Study 1**

This case-study explored in an authentic setting how premaster students process and use teacher feedback for revision. Specifically, we investigated the following research questions.

1. How do students read teacher feedback?
2. How do students evaluate teacher feedback?
3. How do students revise in response to feedback?
4. To what extent can we distinguish between individual feedback processing strategies, based on the relations between how students read, evaluate, and use feedback for revision?

## 2.1. Method

**Participants.** Twenty-one Dutch-native speaking university students agreed to participate voluntarily in this study. They received a voucher of 15 euros after participation to compensate for travel expenses. The students followed a one-year pre-master’s program on Management Science. Three students did not show up for the data collection and for two students the eye movement data could not be used due to equipment failure or problems with eye tracking calibration. Therefore, the final sample consisted of sixteen participants: four females and twelve males. They were aged between 22 and 40 years.

**Materials and Procedure.** During the course, students received authentic teacher feedback on their written reports. This feedback was directly embedded in the text (see Fig. 1). The reports were about three pages long and structured by five leading questions in which they had to interpret statistical results of a reliability analysis in SPSS for a questionnaire. Feedback was provided by one of the two teachers of the course, who had over 10 years of teaching experience. The content of the feedback was based on a collection of exemplary comments gathered over the years. On average, teachers provided ten feedback comments per student ($SD = 2.61$; $min. = 7$, $max. = 19$), with 166 comments in total. The report was not graded, and students were instructed to revise their report based on the feedback as a preparation for the summative assessment two weeks later.

To explore how feedback is read, students were asked by the researcher during class-time to participate in the study. When students agreed upon participation, they were contacted by the researcher and an appointment was made. When the participant arrived for participation in the study, they were instructed as follows: “Welcome! Please take a seat. In a moment you will see on this computer your teacher’s feedback on the assignment you turned in to your teacher last week. We want you to work on the assignment as you normally would when you receive feedback to improve the assignment at home. We ask you to think out loud while you are doing this”. After the instructions, the feedback was shown on a remote SMI 250HZ eye-tracker which was fixated under a computer screen and sampled data at the rate of 250HZ. Students were seated about 60 cm from the screen. Their text, including the feedback, was displayed as a MSWord® file on the screen. Students were instructed to read the feedback and respond to it as they would normally do while thinking aloud and making revisions in the text. We used screen recordings with SMI-software to track students’ eye movements while they were scrolling through the document. This was preceded by a five-point calibration with black crosses on a plain, white background.

For the think-aloud procedure a brief instruction page was used as training material. This included the following specific instructions: “While you are working on the text, please think out loud, just as if you were speaking to yourself. Act as if you are alone in the room speaking to yourself. If you are silent for any length of time, I will remind you to keep talking aloud. Do you understand what I want you to do?” (Ericsson & Simon, 1993, p. 376). Think-aloud data was recorded using the microphone of a Logitech webcam. Students were able to make revisions in the text immediately. After 30 min, students were asked if they were ready. When they finished, they were thanked for their participation and received the 15 euros. Students who did not volunteer to participate, received their feedback via e-mail by the teacher.

**Data analysis.** First, we analyzed students’ reading behavior by categorizing their gaze patterns into two subprocesses: (1) linear or
cyclic reading of the feedback, as indicated by reading feedback comments one by one or by going back and forth between different feedback comments, and (2) local or global integration of feedback and text, as indicated respectively by transitions between feedback and specific commented parts of the text or transitions between feedback and larger parts of the (uncommented) text. Based on the combination of these two subprocesses, we can infer how deep students read the feedback, ranging from passive and superficial reading (i.e., linear reading of the comments and local integration with the text) to active and deep reading (i.e., cyclic reading and global integration with the text). There was a substantial level of agreement between the two coders (first and second author), with a Cohen’s kappa of .71.

Second, we transcribed and coded all verbal reactions to the feedback comments as measured by the thinking aloud protocols. The first and second author decided together whether each reaction can be considered as an evaluation or a (mental) revision. The evaluations and mental revisions were then coded separately using a bottom-up coding process in which both authors coded 20% of the transcriptions individually and discussed the discrepancies in the coding. A second round of coding resulted in a satisfying interrater agreement for both evaluations (κ = 0.86) and mental revisions (κ = 0.72). The second author then coded the rest of the evaluations.

Third, for each feedback comment we indicated whether the student made a revision in the text by comparing the old and new documents. For each revision, we also coded whether it was a deletion, addition, or change in the text (cf. Faigley & Witte, 1981).

Fourth, we qualitatively described individual feedback processing strategies by triangulating the eye-tracking data, thinking-aloud protocols, and text analyses, in order to gain in-depth insight in how students read the feedback and try to understand and evaluate the feedback by linking it to their own text. These descriptions also included information about whether the student looked at all feedback comments, made transitions between the text and feedback, and made revisions in the text, either directly, after reading all comments or not at all. These qualitative descriptions were made by the second author and discussed and complemented by the first author.

2.2. Results

Students engaged on average 15 min (SD = 12.03) with the assignment. There were, however, large differences between students, ranging from 4.42 min to 52.50 min. Below, we will further unravel these individual differences. We will first describe the sub processes of reading, evaluating, and using the feedback, after which we will integrate these subprocesses into individual feedback processing strategies.

Reading the feedback. The gaze patterns revealed that all students read all the feedback in this time, but they differed in how deeply they read the feedback and whether they integrated the comments to their text. Four students showed a superficial reading process, by reading the comments only once and in a linear way from the top to the bottom of the document without looking back to any of the previous comments. These students also used a local integration approach, by looking only at the commented parts of the text. The other twelve students read the feedback in a cyclic manner by moving back and forth between comments. Half of them linked the feedback only to commented parts of the text (i.e., local integration process; n = 6), while the other half also looked at parts of the text that received no specific comments (i.e., global integration process; n = 6).

Evaluating the feedback. The thinking aloud data revealed that

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Nr of students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost-effort estimation</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognizing the feedback</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding the feedback</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valuing the feedback</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No evaluation</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
while students read all the feedback, they hardly explicitly evaluated the comments. Table 1 shows that students evaluated only one-third of all comments. These evaluations were mostly cost-effort estimations (10%), in which students (n = 8) evaluated the importance of the feedback and estimated whether it was worth the effort to act upon the feedback by revising the text. For instance, student 3 said “the teacher says ‘maybe’, so it is not that important”. Five students indicated to recognize some of the feedback they received by the teacher (8% of the comments). For example, student 11 said “Yes, I totally agree” and “that is true, we did not describe this in the conclusion”. There were also some instances (5% of the comments) in which five students indicated whether they understand the feedback or not. For instance, student 4 said “ok, I assume he [the teacher] means that I mention the items it concerns”, or “it is not clear to me what he means with this”. Three students indicated for five comments (3%) whether they valued the feedback or not. Student 12 valued the feedback in a positive way by saying “I really like the tips in the feedback that I received from the teacher”. 

Using the feedback. The thinking aloud protocols and text analysis revealed that students acted upon 37% of the feedback comments, see Table 2 for an overview of the type of actions in response to the feedback. Most of the revisions in the text were additions (10%), followed by changes in the text (2%) and deletions (3%). Eleven students also made mental notes for future assignments (17% of the comments). For instance, student 5 said “I see that I could better use my own words. This is maybe something for 4.15 [the next assignment]”. For some comments, students indicated that they needed external information, either from the teacher, classmates, or source materials. For example, student 1 stated “I first need to check the correlation coefficient in the output file”. 

Aggregation at the individual student level showed that the percentage of revisions per student ranged from 0 to 89%. Nine students revised their text directly, by making additions (n = 7), deletions (n = 3), and/or changes (n = 4). Eleven students decided to postpone all or some of their revisions until later. Two students hardly acted upon the feedback and three students did not act at all, neither by revisions in the text nor by making mental notes for future assignments. 

Feedback processing strategies. By combining the subprocesses of how students read, evaluate, and use feedback, we were able to determine three individual feedback processing strategies.

1. Superficial feedback processing strategy (n = 6): students who used this strategy read feedback in a linear way, without critically rereading comments and by only locally integrating the feedback with the text. They hardly made any critical evaluation of the feedback, nor did they make substantial revisions in the text. If they did make revisions, they did so directly and at a rather surface level of the text. For instance, student 11 received the feedback “Strictly speaking, you write that omitting 10 items is sufficient, but in the sentence above I cannot deduce whether you have included those 10 items in the variable or not. Formulate this more precisely, preferably also by a formula”. The student responded to this feedback by stating “you’re absolutely right”, and by adding only the formula but without reformulating the sentence. The student did not take any action in response to the other comments.

2. Local feedback processing strategy (n = 6): local feedback engagers are characterized by a cyclic but local reading behavior. They started at the top and first went through all the comments. They only looked back at the commented parts of the text and paid little or no attention at all to parts that received no specific comment. In some cases, students already started revising, but most revisions were performed after all feedback was read. Students with this processing strategy made more critical evaluations and revisions in response to the feedback than students with a superficial processing strategy, however, most revisions were still at a surface level of the text. A main reason for these students to not revise in response to feedback or postpone their revisions is that they did not fully understand the feedback. There were also students who made cost-effort estimations and decided that the comment was not important or worth the effort to revise.

3. Deep feedback processing strategy (n = 4): students who used this strategy also read the feedback more than once (i.e., cyclic approach), but they put more effort in integrating the comments to the text by reading the commented parts of the text as well as the parts that received no specific comments. This suggests that they were trying to understand the feedback of the teacher more deeply. In addition, they evaluated the feedback more critically and used it more substantially, also for meaning-level revisions throughout the whole text. For instance, student 9 responded to one comment by adding new text, deleting tables, and restructuring information.

3. Study 2

The primary aim of this follow-up study was to validate the local and deep feedback processing strategies as found in Study 1. A second aim was to empirically investigate how these processing strategies affect revision behavior, above and beyond specific feedback characteristics, such as the focus and directiveness of the feedback. The relationship between individual processing strategies and feedback characteristics has not yet been systematically investigated in previous research (Jonsson & Panadero, 2018, p. 541). To do so, we adopted a within-subject design in which we systematically varied the focus of feedback comments, i.e., feedback focused on surface-level or meaning-level issues in the text, and the directiveness of the feedback, i.e., track-changes or directive comments in the text or questions and facilitative suggestions next to the text. Specifically, we investigated the following research questions.

1. To what extent can the differences between a local and deep feedback processing strategy, as determined in Study 1, be replicated in a different sample with students from a different educational context?

2. What are the effects of the focus and directiveness of the feedback on students’ reading and revision behavior?

3.1. Method

Participants. In total, 47 third-year Bachelor students in Architecture, Urbanism, and Building Sciences at the Technical University of Delft, the Netherlands participated in this study. This was 44% of all third-year students in this Bachelor (n = 106) who were invited to participate on a voluntary basis. For three students, the eye movement data could not be used due to equipment failure. Three students were excluded from the data-analysis as they were English and experienced problems in reading and revising the text, which was written in Dutch. The final sample therefore consisted of 41 Dutch-native speaking students: 24 male, 16 female, and one student didn’t indicate a gender. Their mean age was 22.3 years (SD = 1.75), ranging from 20 to 27 years.

Design and power. We used a scenario-based design in which all students were presented with the same text of average quality written by a student in a previous year. The text included ten feedback comments based on authentic teacher feedback which varied in focus (i.e., higher versus lower order feedback) and directiveness (i.e., facilitative
questions and suggestions or directive comments). The scenario-based approach enables a systematic and controlled investigation of the effects of feedback characteristics on feedback processing strategies (Berndt et al., 2018). Prior research has shown that scenarios invoke almost identical reactions from persons, compared to real situations (Robinson & Clore, 2001).

A statistical power analysis for multilevel logistic regression shows that, with a two-tailed test with a binomial distribution and alpha of .05, a probability of .30 for revision in response to directive feedback and 0.48 for facilitative feedback (Khodabaks, 2020), and feedback comments that are nested within students resulting in a design effect of 1.45 (cf. Hox et al., 2018), there is an 89% change of correctly rejecting the null hypothesis that the probability of revision is not associated with the modality of feedback. According to Hox et al. (2018), this can be considered as a high power. With the relatively small sample of students, we can also achieve sufficient statistical power to disentangle between the two feedback processing strategies based on k-means cluster analysis (Dalmeijer et al., 2022).

Ethics. This study is part of research on feedback and assessment within the former Welten Institute (now the Faculty of Educational Sciences of the Open University in the Netherlands), for which ethical approval has been granted by the committee Ethical Review Research (cETRO) of the Open University. Two weeks before the start of the research, all participants were informed orally by their teacher about the purpose, relevance, procedure, and duration of the research. They were instructed that participation in this study was on a voluntary and anonymous basis, and that individual results would not be shared with the teacher. Students were able to ask clarifying questions to both the teacher and researchers. One week before the start of the study, all students received an email from the researchers with further information about when and where they were expected. One day in advance, the same email was sent again as a reminder. At the start of the study, the subjects had to sign a declaration of consent for participation. They also gave their consent for the storage of the collected data for 10 years on protected servers of the Open University.

Materials and procedure. Students were asked to participate via email by the teachers. Participation was voluntary and students did not receive any incentive or reward for participation. All participants received the same text. The text was of average quality and carefully selected from a sample of 21 authentic student papers that were written in the previous year in a course on academic design reflections. In this course, students have to write three reflective essays on their design in the previous year in a course on academic design reflections. In this study, however, we were only able to distinguish between a local and deep feedback processing strategy, as students were not able to revise immediately after reading a feedback comment as they would do in a superficial feedback processing strategy. To determine students’ processing strategy based on the eye-tracking data, we first defined three different types of areas of interest (AOIs): feedback comments, commented parts of the text, and uncommented parts of the text. Then, we used the normalized dwell time and the number of revisits for the three predefined AOIs to reveal the extent to which students read and switched between feedback comments (i.e., linear or cyclic reading of feedback) and between feedback and commented or uncommented parts of the text (i.e., local or global integration). To validate the robustness of the two feedback processing strategies, we conducted k-means cluster analysis based on the normalized dwell time and the number of revisits for the three predefined AOIs.

Revisions were categorized as either meaning or surface changes (Faigley & Witte, 1981). Inter-rater agreement for two coders was high (κ = .91). To analyze the probability of revision in response to different types of feedback we used multilevel logistic regression modeling with revision as a categorical outcome variable. In this multilevel analysis we accounted for variance within students (Level 1) and between students (Level 2). In the fixed part of the model we estimated an intercept, indicating the average probability of revision, given a random feedback comment and a random student. We also added the two feedback characteristics (i.e., focus and directiveness) as fixed variables, in order to analyze whether students were more likely to revise in response to particular types of feedback. Furthermore, individual feedback processing strategy is added as a fixed variable, to analyze whether the extent to which students engage with the feedback increases the probability of revision. The parameter estimates are presented in logits, which are a nonlinear transformation of the probabilities. To enhance interpretation in the text, the logits are transformed back to probabilities of occurrence.

3.2. Results

The eye tracking data reveal that students vary considerably in how deeply and actively they engage with the feedback, as reflected by differences in the way they read the feedback and integrate it with their text. A visual inspection of the gaze data suggests that, as in Study 1, feedback was either read in a linear (only once) or cyclic manner (going back and forth between comments). We used a k-means cluster analysis to distinguish between the local and deep feedback processing strategy, based on normalized dwell time and revisits of the commented and uncommented parts of the text as well as revisits of the feedback comments. The two-cluster solution seemed to fit the data perfectly as stable convergence of the two clusters was already achieved after three iterations. Also, the number of cases for each cluster was adequate, respectively 14 and 27. Adding more clusters to the analysis resulted in clusters involving only one student. Fig. 2 shows how the eye tracking variables cluster around the two processing strategies of the two-cluster solution.

Table 3 demonstrates that students with a deep feedback processing
strategy (cluster 1; \( n = 14 \)) spent significantly more time reading both the commented and uncommented text than students with a local feedback processing strategy (cluster 2; \( n = 27; F > 47.28, p < .001 \)). They also made more transitions between the text and the feedback as reflected by the number of revisits, indicating that they integrated the feedback more deeply to the text. There was no difference between the processing strategies regarding the duration for reading the feedback comments (\( F(1, 29) = 0.004, p = .95 \)). Fig. 3 illustrates the gaze behavior for a local and deep feedback processing strategy.

Results from the multilevel logistic regression model (see Table 4) shows that students were very likely to make revisions in the text in response to feedback, with an average probability of revision of 96% (Logit = 3.16, SE = 0.50; \( t = 6.37, p < .001 \)). Revisions consisted for 54% of surface changes. The other 46% were meaning-level changes, with most changes at the sentence or paragraph level (41%) and only 5% macro-structural changes that affected the overall meaning of the text.

Regarding the effects of feedback characteristics, it was shown that only the focus of feedback had a significant effect on the probability of revision, \( F(1, 406) = 20.16, p < .001 \). Specifically, feedback on meaning-level aspects decreased the probability of revision with 12% in comparison to surface feedback (Logit = 2.02, SE = 0.45; \( t = 4.45, p < .001 \)). There was no effect of the directiveness of the feedback on revision, \( F(1, 406) = 0.02, p = .88 \). There was also no main effect of individual feedback processing strategy on the likelihood of revision (\( F(1,
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1.59, feedback processing strategy and the focus of feedback (\(p < .001\)). Remarkably, this was not related to more revisions in the text: uncommented parts of the text than a local feedback processing strategy.

With longer reading times and more revisits for both the commented and uncommented text, the results demonstrated that deep feedback processing was associated with a more critical understanding and evaluation of teacher feedback and more substantial revisions throughout the whole text. This finding is in line with previous research of Bolzer et al. (2015), showing that scenarios invoke almost identical reactions from persons, compared to real situations (Robinson & Clere, 2001). However, work of Elving (2019) suggests that revising work from others is easier than revising one’s own work, which might also lead to more revisions in response to feedback. Furthermore, in Study 2, students read the text and the feedback before they were able to revise the text. Although this design gave us the opportunity to separate the feedback reading behavior from the revision behavior, it might have also given students an advantage by limiting the cognitive capacity that is needed for (1) understanding and evaluating the feedback and (2) acting upon it, resulting in relatively more revisions (Hayes et al., 1987). Further intervention research is needed to investigate whether students’ feedback engagement processes can be improved by teaching them to apply deep processing strategies to example texts before they learn to apply these strategies to their own work, as well as by separating the processes of reading and evaluating feedback from using it for revision. Further research is also needed to experimentally investigate the relationship between a deep feedback processing strategy and the quality of the revisions in more detail, and to test whether these findings are also found using different study designs to resolve some possible limitations due to the current design (e.g., small sample sizes, observation bias, and selection effects).

The current findings can be placed in a more general discussion evolving around the concept of feedback literacy (De Kleijn, 2021; Molloy et al., 2020). According to Sutton (2012), feedback literacy is the ability to read, interpret, and use written feedback. Sutton concludes that “for some learners, reading, interpreting and acting upon feedback is a significant challenge” (p. 38). The academic language that teachers use when providing feedback seems one such barrier to interpret and use feedback effectively. As a result, students may develop a poor conceptualization of feedback, which is illustrated by one of the students in Sutton’s article: “you learn what they want and then you incorporate that into the next piece of work” (p. 38). This rather passive evaluation of feedback was also demonstrated in the first study. Students either just took over the comments of the teacher immediately without any critical evaluation of the feedback or they made cost-effort estimations in which they explicitly decided whether it is worth the effort to revise for getting a good grade on the final exam. Both these responses can be considered as rather superficial and passive ways of feedback engagement (Robinson & Panadero, 2018; Winstone, Nash, Parker, & Rowntree, 2017). The difference in the feedback did, however, not affect students’ revision behavior.

That there was no relation between the feedback processing strategy and feedback use in the second study might be explained by the overall high percentage of revision. Whereas students in the first study only acted upon 37% of the feedback, students in the second study revised in response to 85% of the feedback comments. This increased probability of revision could be due to the study’s design. Students did not revise their own work, but a text of average quality that was written by a peer. This scenario-based approach enables a systematic and controlled investigation of the effects of feedback characteristics on feedback processing strategies (Berndt et al., 2018). Prior research has shown that scenarios invoke almost identical reactions from persons, compared to real situations (Robinson & Clere, 2001). However, work of Elving (2019) suggests that revising work from others is easier than revising one’s own work, which might also lead to more revisions in response to feedback. Furthermore, in Study 2, students read the text and the feedback before they were able to revise the text. Although this design gave us the opportunity to separate the feedback reading behavior from the revision behavior, it might have also given students an advantage by limiting the cognitive capacity that is needed for (1) understanding and evaluating the feedback and (2) acting upon it, resulting in relatively more revisions (Hayes et al., 1987). Further intervention research is needed to investigate whether students’ feedback engagement processes can be improved by teaching them to apply deep processing strategies to example texts before they learn to apply these strategies to their own work, as well as by separating the processes of reading and evaluating feedback from using it for revision. Further research is also needed to experimentally investigate the relationship between a deep feedback processing strategy and the quality of the revisions in more detail, and to test whether these findings are also found using different study designs to resolve some possible limitations due to the current design (e.g., small sample sizes, observation bias, and selection effects).

The current findings can be placed in a more general discussion evolving around the concept of feedback literacy (De Kleijn, 2021; Molloy et al., 2020). According to Sutton (2012), feedback literacy is the ability to read, interpret, and use written feedback. Sutton concludes that “for some learners, reading, interpreting and acting upon feedback is a significant challenge” (p. 38). The academic language that teachers use when providing feedback seems one such barrier to interpret and use feedback effectively. As a result, students may develop a poor conceptualization of feedback, which is illustrated by one of the students in Sutton’s article: “you learn what they want and then you incorporate that into the next piece of work” (p. 38). This rather passive evaluation of feedback was also demonstrated in the first study. Students either just took over the comments of the teacher immediately without any critical evaluation of the feedback or they made cost-effort estimations in which they explicitly decided whether it is worth the effort to revise for getting a good grade on the final exam. Both these responses can be considered as rather superficial and passive ways of feedback engagement (Robinson & Panadero, 2018; Winstone, Nash, Parker, & Rowntree, 2017). However, the results also demonstrated a deep level feedback processing strategy among students, indicating that there are students that are eager to learn from the feedback.

Another limitation of the current study is that we measured students’ evaluation processes only in the first study, but not in the second study. The reason that we did not continue to measure students’ evaluation of the feedback has to do with concerns regarding the think-aloud method.

| Table 4 Parameter estimates for planned multilevel model of the probability of revision (\(N = 410\)). |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fixed effects</th>
<th>Logits (SE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>3.16*** (0.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus of feedback</td>
<td>-2.02*** (0.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directiveness of feedback</td>
<td>-0.05 (0.31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback processing strategy</td>
<td>0.17 (0.42)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Random effects</th>
<th>Students (S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.76* (.37)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Standard errors are in parentheses. All \(p\)-values in this table are two-tailed. 

\(406) = 0.17, p = .68\), nor was there an interaction effect between feedback processing strategy and the focus of feedback (\(F(1, 406) = 1.59, p = .21\)).

Even after controlling for the effects of feedback focus, there was large variability in revision behavior between students (\(S^2 = 0.76, \text{Wald} z = 2.06, p = .02\)), with a 95% confidence interval for the probability of revision ranging from 0.57 to 0.87.

4. Discussion

In this research, we set a first step to empirically investigate how actively and deeply students engage with teacher-provided feedback on a formative writing task and how they use it for revision using a triangulation of online and offline measures. In two studies, we demonstrated that students process feedback in different ways. In particular, the results of Study 1 revealed three different feedback processing strategies: (1) a superficial processing strategy, which is characterized by students who read feedback only once and in a linear way, from top to bottom, without (critically) rereading the feedback or the text, (2) a local processing strategy, in which students read the feedback more than once and regularly switch between the comments and the commented text, and (3) a deep processing strategy, in which students integrated feedback with both the commented and uncommented parts of the text. Furthermore, the combined results of the qualitative data suggests that the depth by which students were going back and forth between feedback comments and integrated the feedback to their own text is associated with a more critical understanding and evaluation of teacher feedback and more substantial revisions throughout the whole text. This finding is in line with previous research of Bolzer et al. (2015), showing that deep cognitive processing of feedback is associated with more effective feedback use.

In Study 2, we were able to replicate the local and deep feedback processing strategy in a different context and with other students. We investigated the differences between these two active processing strategies in a more systematic and detailed manner and included characteristics of the feedback message as additional variables. To do so, we performed a cluster analysis on reading times and number of revisits for feedback comments and the commented and uncommented text and we related the processing strategy to revision behavior. In line with Study 1, the results demonstrated that deep feedback processing was associated with longer reading times and more revisits for both the commented and uncommented parts of the text than a local feedback processing strategy. This indicates that students with a deep feedback processing strategy generally put more effort in integrating the feedback with the whole text. Remarkably, this was not related to more revisions in the text; students with a deep feedback processing strategy were as likely to revise in response to feedback as students with a local feedback processing strategy. Moreover, revision was affected by the focus of feedback. In general, students were more likely to revise in response to surface-level feedback than to meaning-level feedback, regardless of the depth with which they processed the feedback. This finding demonstrates how the content of feedback can promote students’ proactive use of feedback for revision (Winstone, Nash, Parker, & Rowntree, 2017). The directiveness of the feedback did, however, not affect students’ revision behavior.

Another limitation of the current study is that we measured students’ evaluation processes only in the first study, but not in the second study. The reason that we did not continue to measure students’ evaluation of the feedback has to do with concerns regarding the think-aloud method.
that we used which might have caused some unwished effects such as
cognitive overload or observer effects (e.g., the Hawthorne effect, see
Sommer, 1968; or McCambridge et al., 2014). For instance, the number
of verbalizations in the first study was rather low, which might suggest
that reading and interpreting feedback is already so cognitively
demanding that, for most students, it is hard to also verbalize one’s
thoughts. More frequent reminders to verbalize the thinking processes
can potentially disrupt and bias the reading and revising behavior of
students, also known as the observer effect (Ericsson & Simon, 1993;
Sommer, 1968). Therefore, we decided in the second study to use only
automatic process measures that did not affect the reading and revising
processes. However, by doing so, we cannot explain why students in this
study were more likely to revise in response to surface-level feedback
instead of meaning-level feedback. Future research is needed to investi-
gate students’ reasons for using feedback (or not) in more detail, for
instance by using cued retrospective recall based on a replay of the
eye-movements and the revision process (Van Gog et al., 2005).

Another possible avenue for future research is to focus on a single
text section to understand and explore the relationship between multiple
feedback and text revision variables in more depth. For instance, to get a
more complete picture of how and why students use feedback, we pro-
pose to relate students’ evaluations of the feedback to their feedback
literacy and attitudes as well as to the characteristics and context of the
feedback message (i.e., content, mode etc.). This multidimensional in-
formation is crucial to further improve theories on effective strategies
for feedback use (cf. Carless & Boud, 2018; De Kleijn, 2021).

5. Implications and conclusion

The two present studies demonstrate individual differences in feed-
back processing strategies. Gaining insight in these different strategies
can help teachers and students to get a better understanding of why and
how feedback is used or not. This knowledge can be used to develop
more effective feedback interventions that aim to increase the depth
with which students read, evaluate, and use feedback for revision. One
potentially powerful way to teach students how to engage with feedback
more effectively might be to show and discuss examples of how other
students and/or expert writers process written feedback and revise
accordingly, using the replay of eye movement data in combination with
thinking-aloud protocols and text analysis. This provides students with
modeling examples of different feedback engagement strategies that
they can imitate in their own writing and rewriting. The effectiveness of
eye movement modeling examples for learning has already been
demonstrated in different educational domains (Jarodzka et al., 2017).

The results of the present research might also have implications for
the way teachers provide feedback, as it has been shown that the focus of
their feedback has an effect on what and how students revise. More
particularly, it is recommended to prioritize higher order feedback (e.g.,
structure, content) over lower order feedback (e.g., spelling, grammar,
conventions), as higher order feedback supports students in making
more meaningful revisions, and hence to become better writers.

In conclusion, this research is one of the first that has provided
empirical evidence for the existence of different feedback processing
strategies in students. We have shown that a triangulation of online and
offline measures can reveal the underlying (meta)cognitive processes of
reading and using feedback for revision. This information importantly
refines current theories on how, when, and why feedback works and can
be used to design more effective feedback interventions. Therefore, we
encourage researchers to continue using these different process mea-
sures in their research on effective feedback use.
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